PLSR Phase 3 Process and Communication Plan for LD&L and SRLAAW.
March 20, 2017

LDL

1. **March meeting:** John Thompson will attend via phone and share that we have some new communication pieces about the process that will be helpful for them to learn about the process, especially about the development of an administration, governance and funding structure. John will ask for time at their July 28th meeting to discuss the results of the Steering Committee retreat about structure development and how to align current LD&L messaging with the progress of PLSR. It is likely that this meeting will be near the end or after the state budget process, which is LD&L’s current focus.

2. **July meeting:** If LD&L agrees, John Thompson will attend in person for the discussion. Another goal of the meeting is to determine next steps for PLSR and LD&L coordination around potential legislative plans and activities for the rest of the PLSR process.

SRLAAW

1. **WAPL meeting:** John Thompson will request time on the August SRLAAW meeting agenda to provide an update and have an open conversation about the direction of the administration, governance, and funding structure development. Having this conversation at the August meeting will provide time for systems to discuss the structure within their systems and with their Boards, along with taking part in any Fall engagement activities around PLSR, before SRLAAW meets again at WLA.

2. **August Meeting:** If approved, discussion with SRLAAW about the status of the development of an administration, governance and funding structure.

3. **WLA Meeting:** Further discussion and input from SRLAAW about the status of the development of an administration, governance and funding structure.